Baumgarten Byström Rooth & Partners are seeking Associates
At Baumgarten Byström Rooth & Partners Advokater, we focus on corporate mergers & acquisitions, private equity
transactions, banking & finance and capital markets. We represent leading international and Nordic corporations, private
equity firms and banks and other financial institutions on their domestic as well as international transactions.
www.bbrpartners.se
Since its founding in 2013, Baumgarten Byström Rooth & Partners Advokater has expanded rapidly. We aim to continue this
growth, and we are seeking additional Associates who fit our profile.
Our ambition is two‐fold: to be our clients’ first choice for their most complex and challenging transactions, and to be among
the best and most respected transaction firms in the Nordic market. We aim to grow to between 20 and 30 lawyers within
two to three years.
Because of our firm’s structure and the engagement of our partners, we strongly believe that we offer Associates
unparalleled opportunities for the development of their legal skills, business acumen, and client relationship skills. As an
Associate, you will have the opportunity to and be expected to actively contribute to the development and success of a firm
that aspires to be at the forefront of the Nordic M&A and private equity scene.
Qualifications and personal characteristics
We are looking for highly‐motivated, service‐minded team players who aspire to work within corporate M&A, private equity
buy‐outs, acquisition finance and capital markets. The right candidate has the ability and the ambition to grow with our firm.
Vital personal characteristics include dedication, drive, versatility and unpretentiousness. Associates are expected to
possess strong social skills in addition to analytical and legal skills.
As the ideal candidate, you are open‐minded to legal and commercial cultural differences, and you have a solution‐oriented
mindset. You are ready to challenge yourself to think and act without regards to the usual hierarchies prevalent within full‐
service law firms.
As an overview, and depending on seniority, we have the following key requirements of Associate candidates:

Swedish Master of Laws (LL.M./juristexamen), or corresponding foreign law degree

broad understanding of corporate/commercial law, credit security and insolvency law

experience from at least the Trainee level at a law firm in the M&A/Corporate or Banking & Finance
practice; alternatively, experience as in‐house legal counsel at a corporation or financial institution
with emphasis on M&A or financing

up to 6 years of post‐qualified experience

excellent analytical skills and academic record

fluency in written and spoken Swedish and English
We view the following as additional merits:

international experience (preferably from the US or UK) as an associate or legal counsel

secondment in relevant industries, such as banking/finance, private equity or similar
Harvey Nash Recruitment is assisting us in this recruitment. You may apply by sending your cover letter and CV to
ansokan@harveynash.se. Applications are reviewed on an on‐going basis, so we recommend that you submit your
application as soon as possible.
Questions? Speak with Harvey Nash’s recruitment consultant, Emma Syrén Julin (emma.syren.julin@harveynash.se), tel.
+46 767 98 13 64.

